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Samoas® Celebration 
Cookie Goal Hats

Girls will learn how to set goals as they craft these festive party hats.

Party like a Girl Scout with these Samoas Celebration Cookie 
Goal Hats.  Join the celebration by crafting these festive birthday 
hats that showcase your cookie goals.

Supplies 
 �   Hat templates
 �   Scrapbook paper
 �   Clip Art (included) 
 �    Decorations (pom poms, curling ribbon, 
         scrapbook paper, craft foam) 
 �    Scissors
 �    Markers 
 �    Tape and/or glue
 �    Elastic bands and stapler OR bobby pins (to secure hats to head)

Preparation:
�    Print clip art and hat templates.  
�    Make some sample hats for inspiration

Instructions:
�   Invite girls to set their cookie goals (can be the number of boxes they plan to sell, an activity goal, a learning 
goal, or a take action/helping others goal)
�   Provide girls with craft supplies and examples and allow them to decorate a hat, making sure they include their 
cookie goal in their art.

NOTE:
�   Hats can be made by:
 1.  Tracing the hat template onto scrapbook paper
 2.  Using the blank hat template for girls to decorate
 3.  Use the color hat templates and add your decorations to those designs
 4.  Use the black and white hat templates and invite girls to color in the designs
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Samoas® Celebration 
Cookie Goal Hats

For patterned templates, 
in either color or 
black and white, 

please see separate 
“Samoas Celebration 

Hat Template” files
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